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Composite A – There is a Better Way – Growing the Economy 
and Creating Jobs (covering resolution nos 1 and 
amendment, 14, 18 and 33 and amendment) 
 
“That this Congress believes that the Coalition Government’s 
dangerously irresponsible and highly ideological approach to 
economic policy will ensure that unemployment in Scotland will 
increase over the coming year and remain high for longer than 
necessary. Congress notes that the UK Government has 
completely failed to set out a credible growth strategy and that a 
vacuum in industrial policy has been created by the Scottish 
Government. 
 
“Congress rejects the Government's belief that attacks on public 
services are an effective or legitimate means by which economic 
recovery can be secured and recognises that public investment 
and expenditure have been vital in sustaining employment and 
demand across the economy, as well as providing essential help 
and support to those struggling with redundancies, reduced 
incomes, repossessions, and rising joblessness.  Congress 
reaffirms its support for the public ownership of Scottish Water as 
the best guarantee of Scotland’s most valuable asset. 
 
“Congress believes that the immediate priority for the UK 
Government must be to replace its economic strategy as set out in 
the October 2010 Spending Review with a new plan that seeks to 
embed the recovery, reduce unemployment, create jobs and 
provide effective assistance to those hardest hit by recession. The 
new plan should postpone fiscal consolidation until the recovery is 
firmly embedded and prioritise and provide direct assistance for 
job creation, particularly in emerging sectors and ones in which the 
UK and Scotland continue to enjoy comparative advantage. 
 
“Congress calls on the Government to rebalance plans for fiscal 
consolidation from spending cuts that will hit the poorest hardest to 
tax rises for individuals and businesses that can afford them by 
reform of the taxation system to ensure that it is fair. These reforms 
should include:  
 

• addressing the £120 billion tax gap; 

• measures to reform tax havens and residence rules to 
reduce tax avoidance by corporations and ‘non-domiciled’ 
residents; 
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• increased efforts to recover uncollected, avoided and evaded 
tax;  

• a major financial transactions tax (Robin Hood tax );   

• an end to tax reliefs on income more than £100,000 to 
ensure an effective tax rate of 50% on high earners; and 

• employing sufficient staff in HMRC to collect, investigate and 
reduce uncollected, avoided and evaded taxation. 

 
“Congress calls for the UK and Scottish Governments to commit to 
the values of industrial activism and work with trade unions and all 
credible economic stakeholders to ensure that opportunities for job 
creation are maximised through: 
 

• reform of the financial sector to ensure that it supports rather 
than undermines the productive economy; 

• a greater role for the state in providing finance through the 
Scottish Investment Bank and Green Investment Bank; 

• a strategy for the universal rollout of superfast broadband, 
supported by public funding, where necessary;   

• a commitment to Scotland’s Creative Industries that 
recognises the role they will play in helping the wider 
economy recover over the coming years; 

• the design and implementation of a strategy for growing 
Scotland’s manufacturing industry to include more creative 
use of policy levers, such as skills, procurement and state 
aid; and 

• the design and implementation of a modern regional policy 
that seeks to create jobs in areas where they are most 
needed. 

 
“Congress resolves to continue campaigning with affiliates and 
communities in defence of services and the right to work.” 
 
 
Composite B – There is a Better Way – High Quality Public 
Services (covering resolution nos 2 and amendments, 4 and 
amendment, 34, 35, 36 and amendment, 37 and amendment 
and 39)  
 
“That this Congress rejects the ‘austerity agenda’ of the Con-Dem 
Coalition and believes that ongoing cuts in public spending at 
local, Scottish and UK level are neither moral nor economically 
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justified, and represent an onslaught on public provision and 
welfare entitlements based upon ideology and dogma.   
 

“Congress notes the predicted loss of up to 60,000 public sector 
posts over the next four years at a time when Government policies 
relating to state benefits for the unemployed will reduce many 
families to poverty incomes, and that low-paid working women will 
be particularly affected by cuts to public spending. This is 
happening at a time when families are increasingly reliant on the 
wages of women, and in which women still suffer the lifetime 
effects, including pensioner poverty, of pay inequality.  
 
Congress further notes the key role played by public spending and 
public services in allowing the private sector to flourish, and that 
the public sector provides quality employment, education and 
training. 
 

“Congress is also concerned that BME staff will be particularly 
vulnerable to redundancy and will, therefore, continue to suffer 
disproportionately due to cuts in public spending. 

“Whilst it acknowledges Scottish Ministers’ commitment to 
extending the no compulsory redundancy guarantee to all public 
sector workers in Scotland, Congress believes that the guarantee 
cannot be achieved at the expense of mass job cuts, an imposed 
pay freeze and attacks on public sector pensions.  Congress is 
also concerned about the double-hit of a public sector pay freeze 
on the 250,000 workers earning £21,000 or more. 
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“Congress believes the decision of the Westminster opposition to 
only abstain on the vote to link pensions to CPI demonstrates the 
need to persuade opposition MPs to oppose these attacks, and 
requests urgent discussions with the BTUC to develop a campaign 
involving all affiliates to vigorously lobby all MPs. 
 

“Congress calls on the Commission on the Future Delivery of 
Public Services in Scotland and the incoming Scottish Government 
to produce a road map for the future delivery or services which: 
 

• rules out privatisation and the wholesale contracting out of 
services;  

• maintains the principle of democratic and local accountability 
as a cornerstone of effective public service delivery; 

• recognises that fair public sector pay, pensions and 
conditions are necessary to achieve quality public services;  

• rules out the introduction of stealth taxes on workers such as 
graduate contributions; and 

• recognises that quality public service provision can only be 
maintained through adequate taxation gathered through 
progressive means, including measures to tackle tax 
avoidance. 

 

“Congress calls on the General Council, through the There is a 
Better Way Campaign, to popularise an alternative economic 
strategy with the aim of building the widest possible alliance to 
oppose the attacks on jobs and services, and 

 

• actively promote closer co-ordination between public sector 
unions to explore common campaigning and continued 
mobilisation of affiliates and supportive organisations; 

• continue to promote a community engagement strategy 
which unites service users with public sector workers against 
the cuts;  

• campaign against any public service cuts, particularly those 
which intentionally or unintentionally reinforce inequality, 
disadvantage and poverty; 

• highlight the gendered impacts of cuts on working women 
and on services; 

• put pressure on the UK and Scottish Governments  and all 
public bodies to publish full equality, social and economic 
impacts assessments of their cuts programme, prior to any 
such policies being put in place; 
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• sign up to the Charter for Women and engage with the 
Equality and the Budget Advisory Group to ensure that 
budget processes are gendered; 

• campaign against racism and the far right; 
• demand an immediate end to the public sector wage freeze, 

which is unfair and divisive for all members earning above 
£21K and a below inflation increase for those on £21K or 
below; and 

• intensify its campaign to ensure the Living Wage is 
implemented across all Scottish local authorities and use the 
Scottish Parliamentary elections to lobby for guaranteed 
minimum procurement standards for public sector contract 
tendering.” 

 
 
Composite C – There is a Better Way Campaign – Living Wage 
(covering resolution nos 3, 54, 55 and 56) 
 
“That this Congress notes that the share of national wealth in the 
UK going to wages has been in sharp decline - peaking at 65% in 
1973 - but running at 53% today, and believes that Britain’s low-
wage, unequal economy was a contributory factor to the financial 
crash and subsequent recession.  
 
“Congress further notes: 
 

• OECD reports that over 21% of workers in the UK are low 
paid; 

• the Joseph Rowntree Foundation report indicating that in-
work child poverty is now at its highest recorded level even 
though overall, child poverty has recently fallen; and 

• that working women are far more likely than men to be in low 
paid jobs. 

 
“Congress is concerned that ongoing high unemployment will be 
used by private sector employers to drive down pay and condemns 
the public sector pay freeze as an effective pay-cut for public 
service workers.  
 
“Congress congratulates the Scottish Living Wage Campaign and 
its success in gaining a commitment for the Living Wage amongst 
political parties and some employers.   
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“Congress remains concerned that public authorities have yet to 
devise effective strategies to ensure the Living Wage and decent 
terms and conditions exist throughout the public sector supply 
chain. Congress is also concerned that insufficient pressure is 
placed on major private sector employers to pay the Living Wage. 
 
“In order not to undermine public sector workers, we call on the 
Scottish Government to ensure that the Scottish Living Wage is 
the minimum wage in all outsourcing of public sector services, or in 
the funding of not for profit/ voluntary sector projects and services. 
 
“Congress agrees to ask that local Trades Union Councils and 
Union Branches write to major employers in their area to highlight 
the background to the Living Wage Campaign, the main reasons 
why it should be supported and requesting further discussion on 
the issue of the Living Wage with local employers. 
  
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• support a broad-based campaign involving Scotland’s 
communities publicising pay policies both positive and 
negative of key private sector employers;  

• organise a one day conference in conjunction with 
Government aimed at identifying effective use of 
procurement to address low pay; 

• press for the immediate establishment of a Living Wage Unit 
within the Scottish Government;  

• ensure that the aforementioned strategy places a clear 
emphasis on tackling gendered low pay; 

• work with others to ensure that the Scottish Living Wage 
principle is adopted and implemented by public service 
employers; and 

• work with Trades Union Councils, to promote building links 
with unions, community and faith groups to build local Living 
Wage Campaigns / coalitions in communities throughout 
Scotland.” 
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Composite O – Procurement Policy (covering resolution  nos 
5 and 87 and amendment) 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of public sector 
spending to sustain infrastructure development across Scotland, 
and secure jobs in key sectors of the Scottish economy. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC, through liaison with Scottish 
Ministers and public sector procuring authorities, as well as the 
Scottish Futures Trust, to campaign for community benefits and 
social criteria elements of EU Public Procurement Rules to be 
considered in all relevant contracts. 
 
“Congress welcomes the continuing trade union campaign for local 
and national government to use Article 19 in procurement, to 
enable more secure and sustainable employment for disabled 
people across Scotland.  Congress recognises the ongoing 
precarious nature of supported employment workplaces and 
welcomes the trade union and community campaign to save 
Edinburgh Blindcraft.  Congress asserts that Article 19 has not yet 
been used to its full potential either at national or local level and 
that too many local authorities are not aware of the powers granted 
by Article 19.   
 
“Congress insists that all future public procurement contracts 
specify that workers must be directly employed with full 
employment rights, in order to improve workplace safety, training 
and productivity.  Companies not willing to abide by these rules 
should be barred from the tendering process. 
  
“Furthermore, in response to the worrying statistics on regional 
unemployment and increased youth unemployment across 
Scotland, Congress demands that all procuring authorities 
consider their procurement approach and campaigns for: 
 

• unemployed workers to be given jobs and training 
opportunities; 

• a number of apprentices to be employed throughout the life 
of a contract trained to SVQ Level 3;  

• a number of local people to be employed on major contracts; 
and 
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• the Scottish Government to establish a clear strategy for 
using Article 19 at all levels of government that recognises 
the principle of value for people over value for money and 
that delivers sustainable employment for disabled people.” 
 

 
Resolution no 6 – RAF Lossiemouth 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the ongoing investment of the 
Scottish TUC in actively supporting the campaign to avert the 
closure of RAF Lossiemouth. 
 
“Congress recognises that RAF Lossiemouth makes a significant 
contribution to the Moray economy and that its closure, following 
on from the decision to shut down RAF Kinloss, which is also 
based in Moray, would represent a massive blow, not only for RAF 
personnel, but also for working people and their families, for local 
shops and businesses and for schools, which are heavily 
dependent on the two bases.  Currently, one in six jobs in Moray 
depends on the bases, which pump in the region of £60 million 
annually into the Moray economy. 
 
“Congress, therefore, notes with concern the threat to all RAF 
bases in Scotland and calls on the General Council to continue to 
campaign at the highest level for the retention of these bases.” 
 
 
Resolution no 7 - Highlands and Islands Enterprise 
 
“That this Congress reaffirms support for Highlands and Islands 
Enterprise (HIE) and firmly rejects any suggestion that a merger of 
HIE with Scottish Enterprise would work to the greater advantage 
of both, as an affront to both well-established and well-grounded 
political experience and economic logic, in Scotland and 
elsewhere. 
 
“Congress believes there is a direct progression of success from 
the immediate post-war Labour Government’s Highlands and 
Islands Advisory Panel’s recommendations, through the (1965) 
Highlands and Islands Development Board, into and through HIE 
(1991) – Tory interregna apart – in terms of regeneration, jobs 
funding and developmental powers and direction, after centuries of 
neglect and reactionary, or ineffectual  approach. 
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“Congress deplores the perverse and deeply ironic reversal of the - 
hitherto demonstrable - recognition of signal success and support 
for progress and devolution, within Scotland, for this deliberately 
semi-autonomous, internationally-respected agency by a Scottish 
Government committed to a similar degree of autonomy for itself 
nationally, to that of, for example, Ireland or Iceland. 
 
“Congress notes, with concern, the cut in Scottish Government 
grant in aid to HIE from £100 million (for 2006/7) to £54.6 million 
(2010/11) with just under £16.1 million transferred to Skills 
Development Scotland. 
 
“Taken together with the ‘kite-flying’ on amalgamation of these two 
agencies, this clearly betrays a lack of respect and, coupled with 
current threats of combining police forces, ambulance services and 
fire and rescue services as well, clearly indicates highly 
centralising intent.  This must be clarified before the Scottish 
elections. 
 
“Congress instructs the General Council to pursue these matters 
accordingly.” 
 
 
Composite D – Finance (covering resolution nos 8 and 9) 
 
“That this Congress notes that it is vital that executive pay awards 
are tied to sustainable and long term performance and 
achievement and that proper control is taken in curbing the bonus 
culture.  
 
“Good corporate governance and accountable behaviour in the 
boardroom are necessary to ensure long term success, social 
responsibility and no return to previous behaviours. They are also 
important components in delivering stability and protecting the 
wider economy from corporate failure, but they should also be 
seen to be fair. 
 
“Congress is, therefore, alarmed by reports that bonus payments 
for senior executives in the finance sector in 2010 are likely to 
reach around £7 billion.  Many CEOs also earn more than 100 
times the basic pay of those at the bottom end of the pay scale.   
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“Furthermore, in 2010, CEO pay in FTSE 100 companies 
increased by around 55%, despite pay increases for the rest of the 
workforce of around 3%. 
 
“Congress calls on the Government to intervene to put an end to 
excessive bonus payments such that reward is shared equitably 
across the company and not distributed unequally to those at the 
top, leaving others lower down an unfair share of the financial 
success all have worked to achieve. Such pay differentials must be 
stamped out. 
 
“EU legislation, which came into force on 1 January 2011, will act 
to limit excessive risk by capping or deferring bonus payments and 
shares.  
 
“Congress welcomes this legislation, but calls for trade union 
representation on remuneration committees to work with 
employers on implementing cultural changes on remuneration and 
incentive schemes which are fair, non-discriminatory, transparent, 
sustainable and act to motivate the workforce in a positive way.  
This would provide an independent checks and balances function 
to avoid excessive risk. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• campaign for a review of corporate governance, in order that 
trade union representatives can be appointed to 
remuneration committees; and 

• support the work of the High Pay Commission to end 
excessive pay differentials.” 

 
  
Composite E – Energy (covering resolution nos 11 and 12) 
 
“That this Congress notes the excessively cold winters of the last 
two years where, for long periods, temperatures reached below -
10 degrees centigrade in many of our communities.  
 
“Electricity generation in the UK reached almost 60% coal burn at 
times, reinforcing the need for a balanced energy policy within the 
UK. 
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“Congress recognises the need for investment in the renewable 
sector to meet our CO2 emission targets, and notes that the 
limited progress made at the inter-governmental conference on 
climate change in Cancun last December will fail to avert 
catastrophic climate change. 
 
“It encourages affiliates and their members to press HMG 
negotiators at the resumed conference in Durban in December to 
work for legally binding commitments by all countries to 
significantly reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
“Congress welcomes  the Scottish Government’s Energy Efficiency 
Action Plan, published last October, setting a goal of reducing 
energy consumption by 12% by 2020, and committing to 
accelerate the insulation of existing housing and other buildings, 
reducing fuel poverty and increasing employment; and the raising 
last year of the target for renewable energy generation from 50% 
to 80% by 2020. 
 
“Congress calls on both the UK and Scottish Governments to do 
all that they can to work with the power generation companies to 
achieve clean coal and carbon capture storage. This will assist in 
reaching CO2 emissions targets and will lead to skilled job creation 
and security of supply. 
 
“Congress further calls on the Scottish Government to: 
 

• encourage the installation of micro generation, such as from 
photo voltaic panels, in new and existing buildings; 

• support investment in community co-operative schemes for 
energy generation, local distribution grids, and combined 
heat and power; and 

• support investment in renewable energy manufacturing, 
creating employment and opening export opportunities.” 

 
 
Resolution no 13 – Manufacturing 
 
“That this Congress recognises that the decline of manufacturing - 
which still employs some 200,000 workers in Scotland - is an 
economic and social catastrophe. 
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“Its erosion over the last 30 years has blighted Scottish 
communities and plunged generations of families below the 
breadline.    
 
“Scotland is still suffering from the reign of Thatcher; you can still 
see her devastating legacy across the country.  Following the 
election of the ConDem Coalition, it’s déjà vu as they wreak havoc 
with a new generation of right-wing economic policies.  
 
“Congress agrees that manufacturing matters to Scotland’s 
economic revival.  MoD aircraft carrier contracts on the Clyde and 
Rosyth, hybrid technology bus-build in Falkirk; and the 
construction of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, 
represent green-shoots of opportunity. 
 
“Congress notes that our manufacturing sector provided the best 
news regarding recent economic performance. As economic 
growth slowed across the UK in Q4 of 2010, manufacturing bucked 
the trend.  
 
“Congress also agrees that strategically targeted government 
investment can boost this tentative manufacturing growth, 
exemplified by the £4.4 million ‘Green Bus’ Fund which ensured 
90% of the orders placed for hybrid buses will be produced at ADL 
of Falkirk.  Furthermore, employers who tender for this investment 
should be tied to guarantees on issues like security of 
employment, trade union rights, and procurement spend within 
Scotland.  
 
“Congress believes that manufacturing should be placed at the 
heart of the Scottish Parliamentary elections as our best 
opportunity to reinvigorate skilled employment, world-class export 
and economic growth.   
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to:  
 

• create investment schemes for manufacturing sectors of 
strategic importance to Scotland;  

• introduce ‘minimum standard’ contracts from any employer 
tendering for these investment schemes; and 

• ensure the Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service is fully 
resourced and has trade union input defining its strategy.”  
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Amended resolution no 15  - The Importance of Science, 
Engineering and Technology to Scotland 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of investment in 
science, engineering and technology in supporting economic 
recovery and for making the transition to a greener future. This 
should build on Scotland’s Strategic Framework for Science and 
Scotland’s existing industrial strengths, including in biosciences, 
energy, defence and aerospace. It must also recognise the wider 
value to society of continued support for public R&D, for example 
in human and animal health, agriculture, chemical hazards and 
renewable energy. 
 
“Yet, the Coalition Government is forcing through spending cuts 
without any proper consideration of the implications for quality of 
service or loss of jobs and skills. The current approach will do real 
damage to a host of scientific and environmental bodies that were 
specifically set up to protect the public interest both now and for 
the future. For example, the proposed privatisation of Forestry 
Commission land in England will jeopardise research into water 
management, wildlife conservation and tree diseases throughout 
the UK.  Indeed, this effective break-up of the Forestry 
Commission will result in numerous job losses in Scotland and 
undermine both Forestry Commission research and private 
forestry north and south of the border.  It will also compromise the 
Scottish Government’s decision, following union campaigning, that 
a similar approach in Scotland would be contrary to the public 
interest. 
 
“The cuts in the research council grants by the Coalition 
Government will impact the ability of Scottish universities to carry 
out research as they gain 12% of this UK-wide pot. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC to: 
 

• campaign for an approach to economic recovery that gives 
appropriate recognition and funding for SET;  

• lobby the Scottish Government for enhanced investment in 
STEM skills at all levels;  

• oppose cost-driven lab closures and privatisation, and give 
full support to union campaigns to keep Britain’s forests 
public; and 
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• lobby the Scottish Government to invest in research in 
Scottish institutions.”  

 
 
Resolution no 16 – Postal Services Bill 
  
“That this Congress notes that the Postal Services Bill, that is 
currently in the House of Lords, if carried into legislation, would:   
 

• break the link between Royal Mail and Post Office Limited, 
leading to widespread closures of Post Office branches; 

• undermine the universal service obligation which currently 
guarantees 6 day collection and deliveries, at a uniform tariff 
throughout the UK; and 

• inevitably lead to higher prices for domestic customers and 
small and medium enterprises. 

 
“The legislation would be particularly severe in Scotland.  70% of 
local Post Office branches are in rural areas, compared to 55% in 
the UK as a whole.  171 branches are located in the 20% most 
deprived wards in Scotland.  In a Consumer Focus survey, 80% of 
consumers in Scotland feel that the Post Office plays an important 
role in the local community.  Only 20% in Scotland supported 
privatisation in a You Gov poll. 
 
“Congress, therefore, agrees to support the campaign and 
initiatives to Keep the Post Public.” 
 
 
Resolution no 17 - Fast Broadband for Scotland 
  
“That this Congress welcomes the Coalition Government's 
ambitious aim to have ‘the best broadband network in Europe by 
2015’.  However, Congress is concerned at the lack of a credible 
means to achieve it.  A successful programme must deliver the 
roll-out of fast broadband to every corner of the UK.  Many 
communities in Scotland are hard to reach and cannot rely on the 
market alone to provide a suitable network.  Public investment will 
be essential if such communities are not to become second class 
citizens in the digital world.  
 
 “In relation specifically to the Government's policy statement, 
Congress believes that: 
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• £530m by 2015 is an insufficient commitment of public 
funds and compares poorly with levels of investment 
elsewhere in the developed world; 

• enabling alternative network suppliers to use BT's ducts and 
poles is likely to represent only a partial solution; and 

• the promise of fast broadband to every community via a 
community hub is too vague to be meaningful. 

  
“An equitable roll-out of fast broadband in Scotland will bring 
economic and social benefits. It will provide and protect jobs and 
enhance the rights of Scottish people as citizens and consumers. 
  
“However, Congress recognises that fast broadband will not be 
available across Scotland without the necessary level of public 
investment and the involvement of public authorities working with 
the private sector. The General Council is urged: 
  

• to publicise the potential of a fast broadband network to 
create and sustain jobs in Scotland; and 

• to use every opportunity to build the case for public 
investment in fast broadband and to promote public/private 
partnerships as a means to deliver it.” 

 
 
Resolution no 19 - The Cuts and the Threat to Journalism 
  
“That this Congress condemns the billions of pounds of cuts to 
Scotland’s block grant which threaten tens of thousands of jobs 
and key public services.  Congress believes a campaign of 
resistance and defiance is the best way for workers and their 
communities to push back this politically-motivated attack on jobs, 
public services, pensions and pay. 
  
“Congress recognises that high quality local news services are 
essential to inform communities about the effect of spending cuts 
on public services, workers and their communities.  Therefore, 
Congress believes protecting jobs and journalism in Scottish 
newspapers, television, radio and new media is a vital part of 
maintaining Scottish democracy and civil society.  
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“Those who are hardest hit by the austerity agenda in Scotland’s 
Parliament and Council Chambers are some of the least visible 
members of our communities, who have the weakest voice and 
may be least able to challenge official accounts of why the cuts are 
happening and who is responsible for them. 
  
“Congress believes that high quality journalism in local news 
services can play a vital role in helping inform communities, 
seeking to build resistance to the cuts and highlighting alternative 
economic policies, such as ‘no cuts’, defiance budgets.  
 
“Congress instructs the General Council to support campaigns, 
such as the NUJ’s ‘Stand Up for Journalism’, as essential to 
democracy and accountability at a time when unprecedented cuts 
are being forced through with no mandate in Scotland.” 
 
 
Resolution no 20 - 2014 Commonwealth Games Glasgow Host 
Broadcaster 
 
“That this Congress is concerned that BBC Scotland is not going to 
be the ‘host’ broadcaster of the 2014 Commonwealth Games in 
Glasgow.   This decision by BBC Scotland will undoubtedly mean 
a non-Scottish based private sector company taking on the work 
which will have a negative effect on inward investment and may 
have a direct and detrimental impact on the employment of 
Scottish-based workers. 
 
“BBC Scotland is required to represent and reflect national 
Scottish interests and Congress deplores this abdication of its 
responsibility to Scotland as the ‘host’ nation of the Games, in not 
covering one of the largest sporting events taking place in 
Scotland for decades. 
 
“Congress, therefore, instructs the STUC to take all necessary 
steps to raise its concerns at BBC Scotland’s unwillingness to 
‘host’ an operation reflecting Scottish broadcasting status and the 
broadcasting talent of Scotland to both the Scottish and UK 
Governments.” 
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Resolution no 21- The Threat to Scotland’s Comprehensive 
Education System 
 
“That this Congress is alarmed by the implications of the 
forthcoming cuts in public spending and notes, with extreme 
concern, the reductions in expenditure being planned by 
Scotland’s local authorities. 
“In particular, these cuts in spending have the potential to inflict 
lasting damage on Scotland’s comprehensive education system. 
 
“Congress condemns the loss of over 3,000 teaching posts since 
2007 and the prospect of even more job losses in the years to 
come.  Congress is also concerned at the reductions in support 
staffing, in Additional Support Needs provision, in availability of 
music instruction and the threat which the cuts, as a whole, 
represent for all in Scotland’s education community. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to continue to 
put pressure on the Scottish Government and Scotland’s local 
authorities to work with the trade union movement in Scotland to 
minimise the damage to Scotland’s education system and to 
Scotland’s young people, and to protect the principle that high 
quality, comprehensive schools will continue to be available to all 
young people within their local communities.” 
 
 
Resolution no 22 – Vocational Education 
 
“That this Congress maintains that high quality, well-funded and 
sustainably resourced vocational education has a vital role to play 
in securing the UK and Scotland’s economic and social future.  
 
“Congress is, therefore, alarmed by the cuts to vocational 
education provision across Scotland that will result from the overall 
reductions in public expenditure set out in the Coalition 
Government’s Comprehensive Spending Review. 
 
“Congress condemns in particular: 
 

• the severe reductions in the block grant to the Scottish 
Government which threatens the potentially positive changes 
in vocational education frameworks in Scotland; and 
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• the damaging consequences that such cuts will have on the 
future prospects for young people. 

 
“Congress calls on the STUC to: 
 

• raise the awareness of members and the wider public to the 
threats to vocational education across Scotland and the 
negative impact this will have on staff and learners; 

• highlight the central role played by the sector in securing 
long-term economic recovery; 

• campaign for an alternative approach to vocational education 
based on sufficient funding of provision, well-resourced and 
coherent qualifications and curriculum frameworks and 
genuine equality of opportunity for all learners; and 

• defend members working in the vocational education sector 
where their interests are threatened by cuts in public 
expenditure.” 

 
 
Resolution no 23 - Benefits of Higher Education 
 
“That this Congress notes that Scotland receives great benefits 
from its higher education sector. In economic terms, every pound 
spent on universities yields twice that in spending by staff and 
students, and for services to universities. 
 
“Socially, universities provide – and must be encouraged through 
the defence of ‘academic freedom’ to provide – independent 
critique of policy, staff and expertise both for Scotland’s public 
services and for the private sector. 
 
“Intellectually and culturally, they reflect the need to preserve and 
develop the country’s well-being, achievement and international 
prestige. They enrich the lives of graduates to the benefit of civil 
society and the quality of the labour force. 
 
“Congress notes that graduates, society generally and the 
business and financial community all benefit from higher 
education, but that significant funding contributions come only from 
the public purse and graduates. Recent policy discussions have 
focused solely on making graduates pay more.  
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“Congress calls on STUC to campaign for the banking and 
business communities to be taxed in a way that ensures they pay 
a fair share for the numerous benefits they receive from higher 
education, and that this should be the focus in addressing the 
existing underfunding of universities and the likelihood of this 
situation sharply deteriorating.” 
 
 
Composite G – Free Education (covering resolution nos 24 
and 25) 
 
“That this Congress notes that: 
 

• the Cable reforms at Westminster, based on the Browne 
review, in effect legislate for the privatisation of higher 
education in England, as public funds are withdrawn, in 
particular from the humanities and social sciences, and 
replaced by increased tuition fees; 

• higher education is a right, not a market place, and that 
tuition fees change the student from being a learner to a 
customer; 

• Scottish universities are underfunded; 

• the recession is leading comparable countries to invest in HE 
rather than make cuts; 

• current managerial ideology in HE unsustainably prioritises 
senior managerial salaries over the reward and job security 
of teaching and research staff; 

• mounting student debt severely compromises the idea that 
higher education is ‘free’; and 

• policy in England impacts on Scotland, through budgetary 
pressures on the Scottish Government  or, for example, as 
student loans are collected through the UK tax system at 
rates determined by Westminster, changes to thresholds and 
interest rates are likely to apply UK-wide.  

 
“Congress supports:  
 

• a ‘no fees’ policy in Scotland; 

• party policies that reject increasing the financial burden on 
undergraduates or graduates; 

• NUS Scotland’s publication ‘In the Red’ which shows that 
education is not free or fair; 
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• UCU Scotland for its positive work towards a full and 
genuinely independent review of Scottish HE and for, 
collaboratively with EIS/ULA, opening up a wide-ranging 
public discussion at the joint ‘Future of HE’ conference on 22 
February 2011. 

 
“Congress calls on the General Council to campaign for ‘free 
education’ in Scotland, sustainably funded through a fair system 
of progressive taxation, and on all political parties to put their 
commitments for supporting universities and students openly to 
the Scottish electorate. 
 
“Congress further calls on the General Council to work with the 
STUC Youth Committee, NUS Scotland and Scottish political 
parties to: 

 

• oppose any introduction of university tuition fees in Scotland 
and remove the burden of graduate debt;  and 

• support campaigns for a fairer system of funding for higher 
education in England.” 

 
 
Composite H – Transport (covering resolution nos 26 and 
amendment, 27 and 32) 
 
“That this Congress notes that the very real threat of privatisation 
of some or all of Scotland’s publicly owned Ferry Services remains 
including the fragmentation and privatisation of the Clyde and 
Hebrides routes. 
 
“Congress notes that the initial conclusions from the Scottish 
Government’s Review of Ferry Services are due in the first half of 
2011, and notes with concern that extensive consultation has 
taken place with the apparent aim of winning support for selling off 
the most profitable routes. 

“Congress notes the report written for the STUC by Jeanette 
Findlay found no evidence that services are not being run 
efficiently, that the public sector safety record is extremely high 
and that single route operators are unlikely to offer the same 
degree of quality and safety training to employees at the same 
cost.  
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“Congress is appalled the Coalition Government is intent on 
extending privatisation through longer franchises and is 
considering the break up and sale of Network Rail which will lead 
to reduced safety standards, cuts in services and ever higher 
fares.  
 
“Congress is concerned that disabled people continue to face 
difficulty in accessing public transport and often suffer degrading 
treatment when travelling. 
 
“Congress reiterates its support for re-nationalisation of the 
railways and agrees to:  
 

• campaign for an overall integrated and progressive transport 
policy, including promoting the case for re-regulation of bus 
transport and adequate facilities and safety standards for 
road haulage drivers; 

• campaign against EU directives which drive privatisation, 
liberalisation and fragmentation in the transport sector; 

• oppose any plans to break up Network Rail; 

• oppose the refranchising of the East Coast Mainline and 
reductions in direct Kings Cross to Glasgow services;  

• campaign to take the Scotrail franchise back into the public 
sector when it expires; 

• continue to campaign for integrated publicly-owned ferries in 
Scotland and mount a massive public campaign to keep 
Ferry Services publicly owned and publicly accountable 
should the Scottish Government’s review recommend the 
privatisation of any of Scotland’s  ferry services or routes; 

• work with disabled groups to ensure that workers in bus and 
train operating companies are properly trained to assist 
disabled passengers sensitively and safely; 

• seek improvements on use of audio announcements at 
unstaffed stations and on buses to help the visually impaired; 

• lobby the bus industry and train operating companies to 
ensure that spaces reserved for disabled travellers are 
accessible and priority is given to those with impaired 
mobility; and  

• lobby the UK Government and the Scottish Government to 
ensure Network Rail, train, bus and taxi operators fulfil their 
obligations under the Disability Discrimination Act.” 
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Amended resolution no 29 – Removal of Freight Facility 
Grants 
 
“That this Congress observes that overall rail freight traffic in 
Scotland increased by 65% between 1997 and 2009 in no small 
part thanks to the Scottish Government's Freight Facilities Grants 
(FFG), which have played a vital role in giving business the 
incentive to move freight distribution from road to both rail and 
water, additionally reducing carbon emissions and congestion, 
thereby sustaining Scotland’s future low carbon economy. 
Congress notes that nearly 40 FFGs totalling £69 million have 
been awarded to projects since 1997, removing 33 million lorry 
miles per year from Scotland’s roads.  
 
“Congress, therefore, deeply regrets the Scottish Government's 
proposals to reduce support for the freight industry by 70% this 
year, including the closure of the FFG scheme for projects 
incurring expenditure after 31 March 2011. 
 
“Congress believes this decision is a huge blow to sustainable 
transport in Scotland, which will hinder economic growth, 
employment and regeneration across the country and welcomed 
the debate on the subject secured by Carrick, Cumnock and Doon 
Valley MSP, Cathy Jamieson, in the Scottish Parliament on 13 
January.  
 
“Congress notes the Scottish Government’s February 2011 
decision to reverse the scrapping of Freight Facility grants, 
following lobbying from Freight on Rail, Transform Scotland and 
rail unions, and acknowledges that at £2 million the reinstated 
grant still represents a 75% cut in this crucial budget. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to: 
 

• lobby and campaign against the Scottish Government’s 
freezing of the Freight Facilities Grant among Scottish MPs 
and MSPs, Scottish businesses and other interested parties; 
and  

• urge the Scottish Government to review its financial priorities 
and explore alternative funding options and revenue streams 
for continuing and expanding the grants.” 
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Resolution no 30 – Devolved Power for Passenger Rail 
Services 
 
“That this Congress notes the publication of the Scotland Bill 2010, 
which will implement recommendations of the Final Report of the 
Commission on Scottish Devolution (the Calman Commission).  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC to work with affiliated unions to 
campaign for an amendment to the Bill and any consequential 
changes in other legislation, to allow for all of the powers relating 
to the delivery of rail passenger services, which start and end in 
Scotland, to be devolved to the Scottish Parliament.” 
 
 
Resolution no 31 - Dangerous Railway Level Crossings 
 
“That this Congress notes that, on average, more than one person 
a month dies on UK level crossings and that, last year, 145 
motorists (almost 3 a week) narrowly avoided potentially fatal 
collisions with trains there. 
 
“Congress is concerned that the findings of a report by the Rail 
Accident Investigation Branch (RAIB) into last September’s fatal 
accident in Caithness, stated that:  ‘Network Rail did not properly 
understand the risk at Halkirk crossing and had not taken the 
previous accident record into account’. 
 
“Congress commends ASLEF – in contrast with Network Rail – on 
its responsible call to members to maintain a 20 mph limit at or 
before level crossings, to counteract current safety-infrastructure 
inadequacy. 
 
“Congress further calls on the General Council to lobby the 
Scottish Parliament and Network Rail to put a permanent end to 
such unnecessary deaths and injuries, by means of: 
 

• a demand for serious answers on how Network Rail could fail 
to understand the risks involved in the 3-death Halkirk 
incident; 

• a campaign on the overall issue, to save lives and, in doing 
so, create jobs by building a safer rail infrastructure, thereby 
helping to alleviate Scotland’s unemployment problem 
usefully;  
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• the manifestly necessary programme of provision of tunnels, 
bridges, or half or full barriers as required, and as 
appropriate to the site concerned; and 

• installation of in-cab technology already available and in use 
in other countries, to warn train drivers of potential hazards 
before they are visible to the naked eye.” 

 
 
Composite I – Threats to Local Authority Funding (covering 
resolution nos 38, 41, 42 and 43) 
 
“That this Congress notes the failure of Scottish local authorities to 
resist threats made by the Scottish Government in relation to local 
authority funding. Congress believes that the failure to fight, 
represented a serious lack of commitment to the needs of Scottish 
people.   
 
“Congress notes that public service workers are facing a pay 
freeze, while VAT is increasing to 20% and while the private sector 
bosses are still receiving massive bonuses. Workers in the local 
community, spend in the local economy thus supporting local 
businesses. 
 
“Congress is concerned at the extent of redundancies in local 
authorities and condemns the Council Tax freeze which has now 
lasted four years. Congress recognises that the current Scottish 
Government misled the Scottish people by asserting that local 
authorities would be compensated for the freeze.  
 
“The failure of the Scottish Government to allow modest Council 
Tax increases, in line with inflation, has resulted in significant job 
losses, erosion of terms and conditions of employees and cuts in 
vital local authority services, as well as services in the not for profit 
/ voluntary sector. 
 
“While accepting that such funding is significantly controlled by the 
Westminster Government, Congress believes that a greater 
willingness by Scottish local authorities to fight over the issue 
should have been observed. 
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC to step up the campaign on cuts in 
local authorities and stop the decline in the communities.” 
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Resolution no 40 – Coastguard Cutbacks 
 
“That this Congress expresses its concerns over the Government's 
proposals to cut back the number of Coastguard rescue centres in 
Scotland. If they go ahead, the proposals would mean the number 
of stations being cut from five to three, with the closure of the 
Clyde and Forth Coastguard stations, and Stornoway and 
Shetland stations opening during daylight hours only. 
 
“Congress is concerned that the proposals are more rooted in the 
desire to cut costs than in the interests of improving safety at sea. 
In particular, Congress is disturbed by the potential loss of local 
specialist knowledge as a result of centralisation. Congress 
believes that such expertise is especially relevant, given the large 
sea areas around Scotland, the often horrendous weather 
conditions, and the intensive and complex nature of operations in 
the area - including fishing, ferries and all the offshore oil and gas 
fields, as well as the likely deepwater drilling operations west of 
Shetland.” 
 
 
Composite J – Social Care and Health (covering resolution 
nos 45, 46 and 51) 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at the cuts in social and health 
care as a result of the budget settlement which are damaging care 
services across Scotland. They are creating pressure on councils 
to outsource and privatise services and causing both the NHS and 
councils to drastically cut staff numbers with a consequential 
impact on service delivery. 
 
“Congress views with concern the impact which the Health and 
Social Care Bill ‘Liberating the NHS’ will have in England and 
values and shares the NHS Scotland principle of ‘free to all, fair to 
all’, which is underpinned by a unique partnership approach to 
policy development and service delivery. 
 
“Congress believes that social care and health services should 
primarily be provided by well-trained, well paid, qualified staff 
employed directly by local authorities or the NHS. 
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“Congress supports the Fair Funding Campaign for the voluntary 
sector which calls on public sector purchasers to fund wages and 
conditions of employment at the same level as workers in the 
public sector. 
 
“Congress recognises that social care procurement policies must 
not raise expectations that major expenditure savings are 
compatible with maintaining quality services or allow lucrative 
services to be cherry picked by contractors. The Section 52 
provisions that should ensure full consultation and prevent a two-
tier workforce must be properly enforced.   
 
“Congress believes in the principle of the right to independent 
living for all care users and that everyone should have as much 
independence, choice and control over their own care and support 
arrangements as they need.  However, personalisation is 
becoming synonymous with less choice, increased privatisation 
and as a way to cut costs.  
 
“Community meals and support with shopping and cooking are 
vital, if older people are to continue to live independently at home, 
but often these are not seen as priorities when care packages are 
being put together. 
 
“With Social Work budgets being squeezed, there is less time for 
food shopping, meal preparation, social interaction and 
encouragement at meal times, reduction in Community Meals 
services and over inflated increases in charges. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC to lobby the Scottish Government 
and COSLA to ensure that: 
 

• vital services provided for older people are protected under 
these cuts and that there is recognition that meal provision 
and access to food must be a core part of social care 
packages; 

• any proposals for structural change need to demonstrate real 
improvement in the quality of service and fully engage with 
the relevant trade unions prior any decisions on reshaping 
services; 

• partnership working will continue to determine the 
management of change in NHS Scotland; 
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• there is no intention to follow the English model of 
decentralisation, GP commissioning and free market private 
healthcare provision; and 

• the current NHS commitment given to staff of no compulsory 
redundancies and no freezing of incremental pay 
progression will be honoured.” 

 
 
Resolution no 47 – NHS and Public Sector Cuts 
 
“That this Congress notes that: 
 

• the efficiency savings that have been imposed by the 
Scottish Government on all NHS boards and the impact that 
these inevitably have on services; 

• the pressure on all parts of the NHS to make efficiencies by 
delaying the appointment of new staff when posts become 
vacant; and 

• these vacant posts may not be recorded as formal vacancies 
when placed under review, nor as reductions to 
establishment.  

 
“Congress believes that: 
   

• the NHS remains vital to the people in Scotland; 

• the protection of services in the public sector must remain a  
priority for government spending for the UK and Scottish 
Governments; 

• failing to recruit to posts that become vacant impacts on staff 
delivering services, reducing staff numbers and increasing 
workload, and reducing patent care; and 

• a routine approach to not recruiting or replacing staff when 
posts become vacant cannot offer a sustainable long term 
option for increased efficiency in the NHS. 

  
“Congress resolves to: 
  

• campaign to protect clinical services and oppose 
unnecessary cuts while continuing to promote the alternative 
to the cuts agenda;  

• call the Scottish Government to account on all pledges of 
public sector investment; and 
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• highlight the impact of cuts on patient care.”  
 
 
Resolution no 48 – NHS and Public Health 
  
“That this Congress believes that: 
  

• health inequalities start early in life and persist not only into 
old age but through subsequent generations;  

• a major aspect of public health involves tackling social 
inequalities in health. The major killers, such as stroke and 
chronic heart disease, are linked to socio-economic 
inequality;  

• an estimated 30 per cent of cases of coronary heart disease 
in under-65s, and 25 per cent of all cancers, could be 
prevented through public health measures to encourage 
healthier lifestyles. Key public health issues include physical 
activity, childhood obesity, work health, and the health of 
older people;  

• public health involves education, preventing illness, 
empowering individuals to make health choices, and 
redesigning services to support all of these; and  

• the Joint Communiqué on Health Inequalities from the 
Scottish Government and the Scottish Trades Union 
Congress, which recognises that ‘life circumstances, such as 
employment, housing and environment, also play a role in 
the health that people will experience and in their health 
behaviour choices.’  

  
“Congress further believes that: 
  

• any strategy to meet future demand on the NHS must be 
accompanied by a strategy to reduce ill health and health 
inequality in Scotland; and 

• public health is more than the provision of public information, 
and more must be done to redesign services to support and 
empower people to lead healthier lives.   
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“Congress resolves to: 
 

• support increased collaboration and joint initiatives between 
NHS, local authorities and other public bodies to improve 
public health in Scotland; and 

• campaign for more support to health professions in 
community settings to promote public health and to target 
health inequalities as part of high quality care pathways for 
patients.”  

  
 
Resolution no 49 – Misuse of Anti-Psychotic Drugs 
 
“That this Congress shares the concern highlighted by the 
Alzheimer’s Society, regarding the widespread misuse of anti-
psychotic drugs in the treatment of patients suffering from 
dementia.   
 
“Research suggests that, particularly within nursing homes, anti-
psychotic drugs are being inappropriately over-prescribed and that 
people in care homes are prescribed up to four times as many 
drugs as an older person in their own home. 
 
“Congress calls upon the General Council to: 
 

• support the public campaign to address over-prescribing of 
anti-psychotic drugs in the treatment of dementia;   

• send a letter of support  to Alzheimer’s Scotland; and 

• write to the Scottish Government Cabinet Secretary for 
Health and Wellbeing,  seeking a policy statement in relation 
to this practice.” 

 
 
Resolution no 52 - Support for the Amalgamation of the 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Services 
 
“That this Congress recognises the political support for the 
amalgamation of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Services and that 
the FBU remain committed to the protection, where possible, of 
those in employment who support our frontline firefighters.” 
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Resolution no 53 - National Collective Bargaining 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern any threat to the 
continuation of national collective bargaining, which arises as a 
consequence of the current economic crisis.  In particular, 
Congress is dismayed that some employers may seek to use the 
current financial climate as a pretext for abandoning existing, 
national negotiating arrangements. 
 
“Congress supports the principle of collective bargaining as the 
most efficient means of reaching agreement on behalf of groups of 
employees, involving recognised trade unions and representatives 
of the employers.  Congress confirms its support for existing 
national collective bargaining arrangements which are in place. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to provide all 
possible support and assistance to any affiliate faced with 
unilaterally imposed changes to existing bargaining arrangements, 
including the abandonment of national collective bargaining 
machinery by the employer.” 
 
 
Composite K – Defending our Pensions (covering resolution 
nos 57 and amendment, 58, 59 and 60) 
 
“That this Congress notes:  
 

• that pensions represent the most important condition of 
employment after pay itself and restates its unequivocal 
support for good quality occupational pension provision in 
both the private and public sectors; 

• that public sector pension schemes have already undergone 
substantial change with retirement ages in many being 
raised to 65 in line with the private sector, and is concerned 
by proposals to amend the measure of occupational 
schemes from the higher rate RPI to the lower CPI;  

• that many directors of leading companies can retire, at 60, 
with a final salary pension 25 times higher than the national 
average which they accrue twice as fast as both their own 
and the public sector workforce;   
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• that, while the average occupational pension in the UK is 
around £8,100 per year, the average payout from the local 
government pension scheme is less than half of this at 
£3,800. Congress believes that the real pension divide in the 
UK is not between public and private, but rich and poor; and 

• the threats to Scottish University pension schemes, including 
proposed reductions in benefits and the end of final salary 
benefits for new starters, loss of final salary benefits for staff 
made redundant, or who take a career break and who do not 
rejoin the sector within six months, and the loss of final 
salary benefits for fixed-term staff with employment gaps of 
more than six months. 

 
“Congress condemns the attacks from politicians and the media on 
public sector pensions and believes that attacking occupational 
pensions will, in fact, cost taxpayers more by increasing benefit 
payments to pensioners, who will be unable to meet a basic 
standard of living from their state pension.  
 
“Congress calls on the General Council, as a workplan priority to:  
 

• defend public sector pensions against the ill-informed 
attacks, including counteracting the claims made by those 
who attack public sector pensions; 

• work with affiliates on the proposals which emerge from the 
Hutton Review, oppose unfair increases in contributions or 
attacks on either public or private occupational pension 
schemes; 

• reaffirm its support for affordable pensions for all workers 
based on making private companies face up to their 
responsibilities, not cutting public sector pensions; 

• support UCU in its campaign against the changes to the USS 
pension schemes; 

• support the reversion to using RPI and not CPI for pension 
increases; 

• make the case for more final salary schemes and tax 
incentives to sustain them; 

• campaign to increase the minimum level of mandatory 
employer contribution to NEST and other schemes offered 
by companies;  
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• continue to work with the TUC, Scottish Pensioners’ Forum 
and National Pensioners’ Convention, in order to highlight 
the problems pensioners face, opposing any further rises in 
the state pension age and supporting restoration of the link 
between earnings and the state pension.” 
 

Composite L – Health and Safety and the Bonus Culture 
(covering resolution nos 61 and amendment, 62 and 
amendment, 63, 64, 65 and 67) 
 
“That this Congress notes that health and safety is a cornerstone 
of a civilised society.  Congress notes that, almost every day, 
someone is either killed or seriously injured at work, and believes 
that Workers’ Memorial Day should be one of the most important 
days in every worker’s diary. 
 
“Congress believes that there is an inherent contradiction in an 
economic model that places individual performance related bonus 
payments alongside a culture that aims to put safety as its number 
one priority, that such an approach is corrosive, and that the world 
of work is littered with examples of where such a bonus culture has 
impeded good safety practices. 
 
“Congress notes the recent Energy and Climate Change 
Committee report, which warned commercial pressures may 
intimidate employees from reporting safety concerns and, 
therefore, welcomes and supports the campaign calling for 
stronger standards for offshore safety representatives, including 
greater worker involvement, training and enforcement powers. 
 
“Congress is deeply concerned that: 
 

• public bodies will make savings in their budget by reducing 
work on Health and Safety;  

• the Government is proposing to reduce its contribution to the 
Health and Safety Executive by 35% over the next four 
years; and 

• future essential safety work between agencies and trade 
unions will be shelved as a result of wide reaching cuts; 
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“Congress calls for effectual management of workplace stress, for 
Managers to be held to account under their contracts of 
employment and is particularly concerned that, due to poor 
industrial relations practices, work-related stress is growing within 
Network Rail in Scotland. 
 
“Congress resolves to: 
 

• mount a vigorous and co-ordinated campaign to identify and 
expose the growing practices of use of bonus payments 
wherever and whenever they are found.  Such a campaign 
should include seeking partners in academia and the law, 
learning lessons from experiences elsewhere - such as the 
report into BP in the Gulf of Mexico - and include the 
lobbying of the Scottish Parliament; 

• mount a vigorous campaign to seek that any proposed cuts 
in public spending in Scotland are not made within the 
agencies responsible for the enforcement of Health and 
Safety within the workplace;   

• campaign to keep Health and Safety in the workplace 
unaffected by any proposed budget reductions;  

• support the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Occupational 
Safety and Health to make sure that the Health and Safety 
Executive is properly funded and ensure STUC involvement 
in the debate and implementation of its recommendations; 

• support the reinstatement and further phases of the 
lifesaving, award-winning HSE asbestos awareness 
Campaign ‘Hidden Killer’ cut by the Coalition Government;  

• lobby the Scottish Parliament on Corporate Killing; 

• press the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR) in Scotland to 
investigate work related stress in Network Rail and, if 
necessary, press Network Rail to introduce processes that 
better conform to HSE standards for managing stress at 
work; and 

• intervene with the ORR in Scotland to investigate the 
implications of casualisation for all rail workers and users of 
the network.  

 
“Congress calls upon the STUC to launch a campaign to raise the 
awareness of Workers’ Memorial Day by producing posters and 
flyers to be distributed amongst the trade union membership; 
actively encourage all trade union branch officers/stewards/health 
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and safety reps to take part in the nearest arranged Workers’ 
Memorial Day; work with the local Trades Union Councils in 
organising the Day and encourage employers to recognise the 
event and actively take part.” 
 
 
Amended resolution no 66 – Residential Homes for the Elderly 
 
“That this Congress reaffirms its opposition to the further 
privatisation of local authority residential care homes for the 
elderly, together with its support for the retention of, or reversion to 
a minimum of 40% of such provision in public hands.   This, 
together with fair, long term funding for the elderly care sector will 
support high quality standards for both the rights of residents and 
the staff who deliver the service, and emergency fall back 
accommodation and staff to care for users rendered homeless by 
the sudden fires, bankruptcies and ‘other reason’ closures, or 
failures of private, not for profit, or voluntary sector homes. 
 
“Congress also calls for a Scottish Government-led investigation, 
followed by more – and more thorough – inspections of extant 
homes and stricter building requirements and end inspection of all 
new-build homes, for fire safety precaution measures and 
technology, especially wherever accommodation is intended for 
bed-bound, multiple bed-risk, or otherwise vulnerable people, to 
ensure better fire-spread preventative measures, and ensure safe 
evacuation in emergencies, such as at Uddingston, where people 
died or, more recently, at Inverness, where only timing of the fire 
and outside help prevented tragedy, when it spread spectacularly 
quickly. 
 
“Congress instructs the General Council to pursue these matters 
appropriately.” 
 
 
Amended resolution no 68 – Access to Justice 
 
“That this Congress is appalled at the proposed suggestion 
that employees’ and workers’ rights are to be cut further by 
extending the qualifying period for unfair dismissal from one 
to two years and the introduction of a fee payable when 
making an application to an Employment Tribunal. 
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“A change that forces an employee to wait for two years 
before they are protected against unfair dismissal will simply 
encourage bad employment practices and create more 
insecurity for employees at a time of economic downturn.  It 
is likely such an increase will have a disproportionate affect 
on women, low paid employees and young workers.  If a 
dismissal is unfair, it is no less likely to be unfair on day one 
than it is a year or two years later.  The concept of unfair 
dismissal is just that. 
 
“Charging a fee for registering an Employment Tribunal Claim, at 
any level, will undoubtedly prevent poorly paid workers and those 
who are unemployed as a result of dismissal from registering a 
claim, however meritorious. This is in reality a denial of access to 
justice.  The Employment Tribunal system is based on the premise 
that employees should not be deterred from bringing cases.  This 
will undoubtedly end through a fear of having to pay an ‘upfront’ 
fee to bring a claim.  
 
“Congress calls upon the General Council to mount an extensive 
campaign to resist any increase in the current time limit that an 
individual has to be employed before they can claim they have 
been unfairly dismissed, and that fees should not be levied against 
a prospective claimant for simply exercising their statutory rights. 
 
“In opposing any reduction to accessing individual employment 
rights, Congress also reaffirms its call for the repeal of all anti-
union laws and resolves to campaign against any further proposed 
restrictions on collective employment rights, such as the CBI’s 
suggested ‘40% rule’ regarding industrial  action ballots.” 
 
 
Resolution no 69 - Under-Age Sales 
 
“That this Congress recognises the need for the clampdown on 
under-age sales of alcohol and other items and the passing of the 
'Think 25' legislation by the Scottish Parliament last year. 
 
“However, Congress is concerned that it is shopworkers who bear 
the brunt of the anger of those who have been refused a sale.   
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“This is highlighted in a recent USDAW survey on violence at work, 
which found that nearly half of all incidents and abuse in retail in 
Scotland resulted from shopworkers asking customers for proof of 
identity, or refusing to sell an age-restricted product to an 
individual. 
 
“Congress is further concerned that this clampdown has 
highlighted the injustice of the fact that, if such products are sold, 
then shopworkers themselves can face both disciplinary action by 
their employer and criminal prosecutions. 
 
“Congress believes actions to tackle the problems facing 
shopworkers over age-related sales are clearly necessary and 
calls on the Scottish TUC to lobby the Scottish Government to: 
 

• launch a major publicity campaign to ensure that Scotland's 
shoppers are made aware of the 'Think 25' legislation so 
limiting any potential flashpoints for abuse and threats 
against shopworkers; 

• change the legislation on the purchase of sales to put the 
responsibility on the purchaser and not the general assistant 
on checkouts; and 

• investigate the procedure and validity of undercover stings 
by the police and retail employers in Scotland, and to agree 
a Code of Practice with the relevant parties as part of an 
overall examination of the enforcement of under-age sales 
legislation in Scotland.” 

 
 
Resolution no 70 - Disability Leave 
 
“That this Congress supports the efforts being made by trade 
unions to negotiate effective policies on disability leave, to ensure 
that disabled workers are protected from sickness absence 
procedures when that absence is connected to their disability or 
impairment. 
 
“Disabled workers forced to take time off work as a result of their 
disability should not be subject to draconian sickness absence 
management procedures for periods of absence related to their 
condition. 
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“Employers are failing to take due regard of the guidance offered in 
the DDA Code of Practice on Employment and Occupation, which 
recommends allowing a disabled person to be absent during 
working or training work for rehabilitation, assessment or 
treatment, as well as a period of disability leave as a reasonable 
adjustment. 
 
“Congress is concerned that disabled workers, who do not have 
the protection of adequate workplace policies covering disability 
leave, may be singled out in redundancy processes due to having 
higher incidences of absence than colleagues without disabilities. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to:  
 

• work with other stakeholders to produce guidance based on 
the DDA Code of Practice for Employment and Occupation 
for union reps on the rights of disabled workers; 

• promote examples where policies on disability leave have 
been negotiated between trade unions and employers; and  

• lobby the Scottish Government to ensure they maintain their 
commitment to equality for disabled people by ensuring that 
all public authorities have a separate category for disability 
leave in their absence management policies.” 

 
Resolution no 71 - Internships 
  
“That this Congress notes that the number of internships has 
increased considerably over recent years and that the use of 
interns is fast becoming a regular feature in many industries. 
“Congress understands that internships provide a valuable source 
of work experience for young people looking to enter the ever-
increasingly competitive job market with little or no experience to 
date - particularly in times of economic hardship with youth 
unemployment levels (for 18-24 year olds) at 18%. 
 
“However, Congress is concerned that, according to TUC 
research, as many as one in three interns are not being paid for 
their work, despite many qualifying for the Minimum Wage. 
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“Congress believes that breaking Minimum Wage legislation and 
exploiting young workers in this way is unacceptable and that any 
intern undertaking work related tasks should be entitled to fair 
employment and at least Minimum Wage pay. 
 
“Congress commends the STUC on their appointment in July 2010 
of two interns in conjunction with the ESF Development Fund and 
Scottish Union Learning, to promote lifelong learning to young 
workers.  This example of fair internship employment should be 
used as a model across all sectors, promoting a positive change in 
the culture of internships in Scotland and the UK. 
 
“Therefore, Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• continue to promote fair internships through the STUC 
General Council’s ‘The Future is Now’ strategy; 

• raise concerns of fair internships with the UK and Scottish 
Governments and encourage these bodies to ensure fair 
opportunities and enforce legislation; and  

• support the STUC Youth Committee’s joint work with other 
youth groups, such as the NUS Scotland, Scottish Youth 
Parliament and Young Scot, to wider promote young 
workers’ rights, including those of interns in the workplace.” 

 
 
Composite M – Organising for a Better Way (covering 
resolution nos 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77 and 80) 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the STUC’s There is a Better Way 
Campaign and rejects the argument that cuts in jobs, public 
services, pay and pensions are necessary to pay for the economic 
crisis. 
 
“Congress opposes any attempt to cut public sector pensions; the 
two-year pay freeze makes scapegoats of workers who were not 
responsible for the financial crisis. 
 
“Congress notes with concern that women, many part-time and 
low-paid, will bear the brunt of welfare and public sector job cuts. 
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“Congress notes that the Coalition is seeking to destroy already 
limited rights with its reactionary review of health and safety 
legislation and through calls by a number of right wing think tanks 
and business organisations to introduce even more anti–trade 
union legislation.  
 
“Congress also notes that cuts in funding will weaken public 
services and open up new areas of public service to outsourcing 
and privatisation - leading to worse and less accountable services. 
 
“Congress welcomes the development of a specific training course 
to promote the There is a Better Way Campaign, equipping 
stewards and activists with the knowledge and skills to be able to 
take our Campaign into the workplaces and communities and 
agrees that Trades Union Councils have a vital role to play in the 
organisation of local trade union campaigning activity and 
opposition to cuts. 
 
“Congress believes that there is an alternative to the cuts - closing 
the gap of uncollected, avoided and evaded tax by wealthy 
individuals and large companies, estimated to be over £120 billion, 
and investment in public services. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• continue to present a clear alternative to the cuts, including 
public ownership, higher rates of tax for the rich, closing 
corporate tax loopholes and scrapping of Trident 
Replacement; 

• encourage unions to co-ordinate campaigns and industrial 
action for maximum impact;  

• continue to lead a mass, co-ordinated campaign against the 
UK Government’s cuts programme across the Scottish 
labour movement with other working class organisations and 
local communities;  

• consider convening a conference of affiliates, 
representatives of users of public services and the welfare 
state and campaign organisations, such as the People’s 
Charter, to help establish the broadest possible campaign 
against all the cuts; 

• actively support all unions and working class communities 
fighting against the cuts, including pensioners, welfare 
groups and students;  
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• defend the fundamental democratic right to protest and make 
clear its opposition to decisions taken locally or nationally to 
levy financial charges for the organisation of public marches 
and demonstrations;  

• actively encourage all affiliates to help facilitate the There is 
a Better Way training course, so that as many activists as 
possible are able to participate in it; 

• convene at least two meetings of Trades Union Council 
delegations from across Scotland over the coming year with 
room for expansion should attendance prove strong; 

• work with affiliates to support the growth of a Scottish 
Unemployed Workers’ Network, and the establishment of a 
permanent voice for unemployed workers in Scotland; and 

• encourage the UK and Scottish Governments to recognise 
the value of trade unionism by including it in their respective 
schools curricula.” 

 
 
Resolution no 78 – LGBT Structures  

“That this Congress congratulates the STUC on the success of the 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) event ‘Out of 
Place’, which was held on 26 February 2010.   

“Congress notes, however, that there is no specific or dedicated 
STUC Committee or Conference for LGBT trade union members in 
Scotland as there currently exists for other equality groups, such 
as women members, disabled members and Black members.  
Congress therefore instructs the General Council to establish an 
STUC LGBT Committee during the course of 2011 with a view to 
holding an inaugural Conference in 2012.” 

 

Amended resolution no 79 – Support for a Humane and Fair 
Migration and Asylum System 

“That this Congress reiterates its support for a humane and fair 
immigration and asylum system, which allows those fleeing 
persecution to take refuge in the United Kingdom. 
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“Congress further states its support for the principle that those 
currently engaged in the process of seeking asylum should be 
permitted to work in the UK, to enable them to support themselves 
and their families, with the added advantage of reducing the 
requirement to provide state support. 
 
“Congress further agrees that the General Council and all affiliates 
should campaign and put pressure on Central Government at 
Westminster, and use their influence with the Scottish Government  
in Edinburgh and the Assemblies in Belfast and Cardiff to get this 
principle enacted and enshrined at the earliest opportunity. 

 
 “Congress notes the work undertaken by a range of affiliated 
unions to provide political, humanitarian and campaigning support 
for asylum seekers and, in particular, the work undertaken by the 
NUJ in supporting high profile cases, such as Charles Atangana. 
 
“Congress notes and applauds the decision of NUJ to accept 
asylum seekers into membership on exceptional terms and 
recommends to other affiliates a similar approach. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to develop a ‘clearing 
house’ system, whereby asylum seekers living in Scotland and 
hoping to become union members, can apply to the STUC, in the 
first instance, before being directed to unions which have agreed 
to support such an approach.” 
 

Composite N – Attacks on the Welfare State (covering 
resolution nos 81, 82, 83, 84 and 85) 

“That this Congress condemns the attack on the welfare state by 
the Tory-led Government.  Congress recognises this as an attack 
on Scottish working people, which fundamentally undermines the 
struggle for social justice in our communities. 
 
“Cuts in Housing and Council Tax benefit, Sickness and Disability 
benefits, the introduction of the Universal Credit and the raising of 
the State Pension age all amount to an attack on the social wage 
of all working people.   
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“Congress notes the publication of the Government White Paper, 
‘Universal Credit:  Welfare that Works’, and expresses cautious 
support for the principle of integrating in-work and out of work 
benefits, but expresses grave concerns that an overall imperative 
to cut costs is at the heart of these proposals, rather than the 
purported desire to assist those in less fortunate circumstances. 
 
“Congress condemns the decision of the Coalition Government to 
cut disability benefits by replacing the Disability Living Allowance 
with a new Personal Independence Payment, where the majority of 
disabled people will now be subject to medical assessment. This 
will remove around 380,000 claimants from the benefit.  
 
“For many disabled people, the key to participation in the 
workforce and in society is the support provided through public 
services and welfare benefits, including Disability Living 
Allowance. 
 
“Congress agrees that these changes will be of no benefit to 
disabled people and represent a heartless attack on the quality of 
life of many. The scrapping of the mobility component of the DLA 
will result in people being prisoners in their own home. 
 

“Congress is also concerned that employers, in their strive to 
reduce costs, will abandon their responsibilities to make 
reasonable adjustments, leaving disabled workers at risk of 
draconian sickness absence or performance management 
procedures. 
 
“The decimation of services and workplace adjustments available 
through Access to Work also means that employers are less likely 
to employ people with disabilities. 
 
“Congress condemns any attacks on vulnerable groups and 
believes that the benefit reductions will be compounded by 
reducing public services on which vulnerable people depend. 
 
“It welcomes the ongoing campaign to challenge the unfair, 
unequal and unnecessary cuts being imposed by the current 
Government.  
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“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• mount a mass campaign with unemployed and disability 
groups against these attacks be they at local, Scottish, or 
British level, including supporting industrial action where this 
can be won amongst workers;   

• lobby the Westminster Government to oppose cuts in public 
services and benefits that affect the quality of life of disabled 
people; 

• demand, as part of the ‘There is a Better Way’ Campaign, full 
enforcement and strengthening of employers’ responsibilities 
under the Disability Discrimination Act;  

• campaign for full implementation of the public duty to 
promote equality for disabled people and the elimination of 
harassment  
and discrimination disabled people face at work; 

• campaign with affiliates to ensure that any new benefits 
systems are thoroughly tested prior to their introduction, to 
prevent a repeat of the disastrous introduction of New Tax 
Credits in 2003/4/5; 

• work with affiliates to ensure that no jobs are lost as a result 
of the introduction of Universal Credit and the conditions of 
all members are protected; 

• continue efforts to reach out and unite voluntary and 
community groups in common cause with Trade Unions and 
Trades Union Councils;  

• win cross-party unity at Scottish level; and 

• build wider alliances in other devolved administrations.” 
 

Amended resolution no 86 – The Impact of Welfare Reforms 
on Young People 

“That this Congress is concerned at the impact of the UK Coalition 
Government’s policies on young people and on their ability to 
benefit fully from the broad range of education services within the 
school, further and higher education sectors. 
“They are experiencing high unemployment rates, and welfare 
reforms are impacting on their ability to continue with education or 
training to improve their skills and, therefore, their live chances. 
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“Congress believes that the Coalition Government’s policies will 
act as a disincentive to young people taking full advantage of the 
opportunities which the education service can offer, particularly at 
a time when the need for high level skills during the economic 
recovery will become particularly relevant and important. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the General Council to oppose any 
plans to introduce university tuition fees in Scotland and to support 
the campaign being organised by NUS Scotland. 
 
“In addition, Congress also calls on the General Council to: 
 

• oppose any move to abolish Education Maintenance 
Allowances in Scotland; 

• support moves to enhance the level of bursary support for 
students;  

• call on the Government to abolish the 16 hour rule as it 
currently applies in Scotland; and 

• call on the Government to increase opportunities for young 
people to take on quality modern apprenticeships.” 

 
 
Amended resolution no 88 - Modern Apprenticeships and 
Employment Rights 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at high levels of youth 
unemployment in Scotland and supports the need for more 
investment by the Scottish Government in apprenticeships.  
 
“Congress recognises the opportunities that Modern 
Apprenticeships can deliver for young people, providing access to 
training and being paid while learning. 
 
“However, while the majority of training places provide genuine 
opportunities for young people to develop skills across a wide 
range of business sectors and employers, for some the 
introduction to the world of work can be far from a positive 
experience. 
 
“Congress believes that commitment should be given by the 
Scottish Government to guarantee apprenticeship opportunities 
through the procurement process for publicly funded projects. 
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“Access to Modern Apprenticeship training places will be crucial in 
helping to prevent another lost generation of young workers, but 
will only be successful in doing so, if the employment provided is 
fair, paid at a rate to ensure a greater chance of completing the 
programme, and is carried out in a safe and healthy working 
environment. 
 
“Congress applauds the efforts of affiliated trade unions to 
organise and recruit Modern Apprentices and the work being 
undertaken by the Scottish Union Learning Modern Apprenticeship 
Project, with the support of Skills Development Scotland, to raise 
awareness of rights at work for those undertaking training 
opportunities. 
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to: 
 

• campaign for improvement in the Modern Apprenticeship 
Minimum Wage Rate of £2.50 to the appropriate National 
Minimum Wage Rate; 

• continue to support affiliated trade unions in campaigns to 
recruit and organise Modern Apprentices;  

• through the Scottish Union Learning Modern Apprenticeship 
Project, promote fair employment for all those undertaking 
Modern Apprenticeships; and 

• demand the Scottish Government make modern 
apprenticeships available to those young people leaving 
school who do not want or who are unable to enter further or 
higher education.” 

 
 
Amended resolution no 89 - Housing 
 
“That this Congress recognises that decent housing should be a 
right for every individual in society and understands that providing 
people with good quality housing can help to improve health, social 
mobility and regenerate communities.   
 
“Congress believes that investment committed to housing should 
provide opportunities for sustainable employment and skills in the 
construction industry. 
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“Furthermore, while Congress welcomes any increase in the 
number of council houses built, we demand that political parties 
respond fully to the housing crisis in Scotland and deliver good 
quality council housing.   
 
“Congress asks the General Council to continue to campaign that: 
 

• Scottish Government makes a major programme of 
investment in council housing a national priority in Scotland; 

• all companies seeking to build new council and affordable 
housing projects create skilled opportunities in the 
construction industry as a condition of contract; 

• all workers on new social and council housing developments 
should be treated with respect and be guaranteed full 
employment rights.  Companies cannot be allowed to use tax 
scams, such as bogus self-employment, at the expense of 
workers’ rights; 

• oppose any undermining of tenancy arrangements and 
increased rents in social housing; and 

• additional funding is invested in existing social housing to 
improve energy efficiency measures and help kickstart the 
Green Skills agenda.” 

 
 
Resolution no 90 - Fuel Cost  
  
“That this Congress views with concern the escalating cost of fuel, 
and the resulting effect on the low paid, the elderly, and the 
economy. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Government to introduce 
immediately a fuel duty regulator and also to legislate to curb 
excessive profits by the fuel companies and to ensure a fairer 
across the board price for fuel.” 
 
 
Resolution no 91 - Stop Domestic Abuse  
 
“That this Congress notes the 51,926 incidents of domestic abuse 
that were recorded by Scotland’s police forces in 2009/10, and the 
fact that one in five women in Scotland experiences domestic 
abuse at some point during her life.  
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“Congress recognises that the effects of violence do not stop at the 
front door of the workplace, that women are stalked, harassed and 
assaulted by their partners at work, and domestic abuse is also a 
cause of absence from work.  
 
“Congress also notes that women must rely on civil protective 
orders, such as interdicts and non-harassment orders, to deliver 
them some measure of safety. Although legal aid is available to 
women to pay for these, a contribution to this is means-tested, and 
the pressures on the family budgets of low-paid working women 
experiencing abuse, are such that they are often unable to do so.  
 
“Congress believes that trade unions, and workplace organisers, 
have a critical role in responding to domestic abuse, both in 
campaigning for adequately resourced prevention, protection and 
provision for women, and in negotiating workplace policies that 
ensure employers and reps respond appropriately to workers who 
have been abused.  
 
“Congress calls on the General Council to:  
 

• encourage the Scottish Government and COSLA to put in 
place a sustainable funding solution for frontline services;  

• campaign against cuts to the Legal Aid budget that will limit 
low-paid women’s access to civil protective orders; and  

• engage with the Scottish Women’s Aid ‘STOP’ Campaign, 
which will roll out prevention work to workplaces, places of 
education, and community groups.” 

 
 
Resolution no 92 - Equality of Representation for Women of 
all Ages 
 
“That this Congress notes the successful series of conferences 
across Europe organised by FIA (the International Federation of 
Actors), culminating in a conference in Edinburgh and a report 
published in 2010.   
 
“Congress supports FIA’s  Handbook of Good Practices to Combat 
Gender Stereotypes and Promote Equal Opportunities in Film, 
Television and Theatre in Europe and agrees to promote this 
report to all affiliates. 
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“Congress, together with our affiliates and the Scottish TUC 
Women’s Conference, is committed to promoting equality of 
representation for women of all ages, but especially those over 50, 
in the areas of entertainment and broadcasting, in the public and 
political arena, and in all forms of employment.” 
 
 
Resolution no 93 - Black Representation 
 
“That this Congress notes that the issue of Black representation in 
Scotland continues to find its way onto the Congress Agenda. This 
fact reflects the continued lack of progress – as evidenced by the 
prolonged absence of BME individuals in leading civic, political and 
trade union positions – in achieving better BME representation for 
Scotland’s citizens. 
 
“Congress also notes that at the last STUC Black Workers’ 
Conference, held in October 2010, Scotland’s Black trade union 
members mandated the STUC Black Workers’ Committee and the 
General Council to revisit the trade union strategy by increasing 
the priority and urgency of its work in this area. 
 
“In relation to political representation in Scotland, given that all the 
political parties have already completed their candidate selection 
procedures for the 2011 Scottish Elections, the Black Workers’ 
Committee’s Work Plan, endorsed by the STUC General Council, 
looks to focus on the 2012 local government elections. There is a 
role here for all affiliates and their members to influence the 
candidate selection process by identifying, promoting and 
supporting able BME individuals. 
“Additionally, Congress calls upon the STUC General Council and 
its affiliates to: 
 

• engage with all the major political parties, in order to hold 
them accountable and ensure fair and transparent selection 
of candidates;  

• participate fully in the campaigns which seek to eliminate any 
form of race discrimination within representative structures;  
and 

• look at previously untried strategies such as: Scotland-
specific Black Member audits similar to that of the TUC 
Equality Audit, to identify reasons for low representation; 
encourage the development of a Scotland-specific wing of 
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Operation Black Vote; and work with organisations, such as 
the Employment Tribunal service, with a view to developing 
positive action training to help improve BME representation 
in such areas.”  

 
 
Amended resolution no 94 – The Cap on Migration 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern the Coalition 
Government’s cap on migration. We see no value in placing a limit 
on the number of workers entering the UK from outside the EU. 
The current points-based system already places tight limits on 
immigration, with the result that only highly skilled and shortage 
industry workers are currently able to work here. 
 
“Congress believes that migrant workers are vital to our economy, 
bringing knowledge and expertise and filling skills gaps. Migrant 
workers are also valuable members of our community and play a 
positive role in Scottish society.   
 
“The cap on migration is not driven by the needs of the UK 
economy, but rather the desire of Government to be seen to 
control migration, playing on people’s fears and the insecurities 
that they feel around their own jobs.  This policy feeds into the 
rhetoric of the far right and gives legitimacy to unfounded ideas 
around the effects of immigration.   
 
“Congress is extremely concerned about the negative effects this 
policy will have, not only on the Scottish economy and the lives of 
workers who wish to come to the UK, but also on the lives of 
migrant workers who are already here. We, therefore, call on the 
Government to rethink this policy and to acknowledge the valuable 
and positive contribution that migrant workers play in Scotland. 
 
“The cap on immigration particularly impacts on higher education, 
forcing universities to choose to employ new staff or re-employ 
existing staff, which impacts on recruitment equality practices.   
Further, the cap may be extended to students, which has greater 
impact on Scottish universities, due to their ability to attract foreign 
students. 
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“Further we call on the General Council to:  
 

• continue to put pressure on Government to remove the cap 
on migration for Tier 1 and Tier 2 migrants; 

• campaign against the introduction of further caps for 
students entering Britain from outside the EU and family 
reunifications; and 

• continue to work with the Scottish Government and other 
interested parties against this policy and support the 
development of a more flexible approach to immigration in 
Scotland.” 

  
 
Resolution no 95 - EU and the Economy 
  
“That this Congress condemns the deflationary and anti-working 
class policies being enforced across the countries of the EU, in 
order to meet the neo-liberal requirements of the Stability and 
Growth Pact. 
 
“Congress notes with deep concern the demand for more flexible 
labour markets and reduced social security in the agreed EU 
budgets for all EU states, including Britain, and the particularly 
draconian cuts enforced on Ireland and Greece.  Such policies will 
lead directly to the competitive reduction in labour costs across 
Europe and threaten still deeper recession. 
 
 “Given the irreconcilability of almost all TUC-agreed policies for 
economic recovery within the terms of the Lisbon Treaty, Congress 
calls for the establishment of a working party to identify alternative 
models of economic co-operation that are not deflationary, which 
do not exclude public sector investment in the productive 
economy, which do not require privatisation of social utilities, which 
protect and enhance workers’ rights to collective action and 
preserve our democratic rights to determine economic and social 
policy.” 
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Composite P – World Peace and Justice (covering resolution 
nos 96, 97 and 98)  

“That this Congress recognises that, in the face of overwhelming 
adversity, our principles of peace, solidarity and justice can still 
help achieve progressive change and give cause for hope. 

 
“In particular, over the last year, Congress welcomes:   
 

• continued advance in social progress in Venezuela which 
continues to reduce poverty, improve literacy and increase 
access to clean water and medical provision; 

• despite the illegal blockade, that Cuba still has the most 
highly educated population in Latin America and one of the 
best health systems in the world; 

• examples of where, even at the heart of conflict, workers can 
come together to make advances at the workplace, whilst 
also promoting dialogue and understanding, such as that 
demonstrated by the Workers’ Advice Centre in Israel; and 

• announcement of a reduction in operational warheads in the 
Strategic Defence and Security Review.  

 
“Congress notes, however, the decision of the Coalition 
Government to go ahead with the replacement of Britain’s Trident 
nuclear weapons system. Millions more will now be spent on the 
new submarine system and on upgrading Britain’s nuclear 
weapons factory at Aldermaston. This money will support very few 
Trident-related jobs in Scotland and will come at the expense of 
thousands of other public sector jobs and services across the 
economy. 
  
“Congress further notes the continued expansion of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) which has reaffirmed its 
commitment to a policy of first use of nuclear weapons and agreed 
to the deployment of a new NATO-wide missile defence system. 
This adds nothing to our security and destabilises the existing 
strategic balance.  
 
“Congress calls on the British Government to:  

 

• scrap Trident and the Trident replacement programme and 
spend the money meeting social need; 
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• develop an adequately resourced defence diversification 
programme with representation from government, local 
community and trade unions to minimise job losses at key 
sites if Trident is scrapped; 

• stop the use of UK facilities like Fylingdales and Menwith Hill 
for missile defence; and  

• support the growing international campaign for a Nuclear 
Weapons Convention - a global and permanent ban on 
nuclear weapons requiring all nuclear armed countries to 
destroy their nuclear weapons in stages. 

 
“Congress further resolves to continue the STUC’s active and 
progressive international work by campaigning for: 
 

• peace throughout the world including the withdrawal of 
British troops from Afghanistan by the end of 2011 and 
ending the threat of war against Iran and North Korea; and 

• the right to self determination, including a sovereign 
Palestinian state and an end to the Gaza siege. 

 
“Congress also agrees to make renewed efforts to end oppression 
of trade unionists and promote workers’ rights based on ILO 
conventions, and believes that mobilising international political 
pressure can have a real effect on defending trade unionists. It 
asks the General Council to consider holding a seminar in the 
Scottish Parliament to lobby MSPs on this issue.” 
 
 
Resolution no 101 - Burma 
 
“That this Congress notes that even after elections in Burma, 
nothing much has changed in how that country is governed in that 
the military, through their puppet political party, still hold power and 
that democracy simply does not exist. 
 
“Congress also notes that the General’s regime is accused of 
committing crimes against humanity and war crimes against 
Burma’s ethnic civilians.   The Burmese army rapes, burns, 
tortures and kills.   More than 3500 villages have been destroyed 
and over 1 million people have been forced from their homes.   
Thousands of men, women and children are used as forced labour 
by the regime. 
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“Congress agrees that the people of Burma have suffered for far 
too long and that much more pressure needs to be exerted on the 
regime to stand aside and allow democracy to prevail and the 
Burmese people to determine their future. 
 
“The General Council is instructed to work with the ‘The Burma 
Campaign UK’, other like minded organisations, Scottish and UK 
politicians who, in turn, through the UN, will help bring democracy 
to Burma.” 
 
 
Resolution no 102 - Gambia 
  
“That this Congress notes that Amnesty International has 
produced a report into the Human Rights situation in the Gambia. 
Amnesty International has noted in the report that unlawful arrests 
and detention take place routinely in the Gambia. Amnesty 
International has also noted in the report that, when people fall into 
Government custody, they are routinely subjected to further human 
rights violations, unfair trials or enforced disappearance. Amnesty 
International also notes in the report that all public protests in the 
Gambia have ceased. Amnesty International also indicates in the 
report that journalists and people who work within the legal system 
are often subjected to threats and intimidation. 
 
“In the light of the very serious Human Rights situation in the 
Gambia, Congress welcomes the formation of the Scottish 
Campaign for Human Rights in the Gambia, following a successful 
public meeting held in the STUC building in September 2010.  
 
“Congress agrees that information about the Campaign should be 
distributed to all affiliates, with a view to maximising support and 
subscriptions to the Campaign from across the Trade Union 
Movement.” 
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